Extraordinary O&P
personally worked with
Walsh, he has worked
with many marathoners
and cross-country cyclists
who use these carbon
composite, energy-return
AFOs, and speaks about
their benefit.
“The energy-return AFO
loads potential energy as
the tibia progresses over
the fixed foot just using
gravity, and then…when
the heel comes off the
ground it helps spring the
foot off the ground. Instead
of just picking the foot up
during swing, it actually
augments the function of
the calf group,” he explains.
“The foot biomechanics
are going to work better
because the heel is able

to function more
appropriately.
With the foot
biomechanics
functioning better,
then [Walsh] is
going to function
at a higher level
because all of the
biomechanics
are working.” In
addition, compared
to custom-molded
plastic AFOs, carbon
composite AFOs
allow some ankle
motion. “Studies
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have been done
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taking people out of
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plastic and putting
them into carbon composite
there is some motion, there
AFOs and their calves
is some function going on,”
actually get bigger, because
he says.
Maintaining function and
being active remain high
on Walsh’s priority list. “I
can’t imagine not being
active, and if something
Hiking, Athletic or Casual Dress,
stops working you just have
you name it!
to find a different way, like
when I needed two braces,”
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she says.
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Walsh competed in the
includes 3 pairs of heat moldable inserts. We
women’s T2 30k road race
offer free display samples and special pricing,
and in the T2 15k time
just give us a call.
trial. Cheering her on
Sizes & Widths
from the stands were her
Widths: AA, B, D, 2E, 3E, 4E, 5E, 6E, 9E, 10E & 14E
husband and 17-year-old
Sizes: 4.5, 5, 5.5 -11.5,12-20
daughter. Her two collegeage sons remained stateside
as the semester had started,
but they were in constant
contact via text. Also rooting for her stateside were
her family, friends, community supporters, and
fellow members on Allard’s
TeamUP. The time trial was
held September 14 and the
Apis Footwear Co. 1-888-937-2747
road race on September 16.
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Walsh claimed silver in
both events, which now
allows her to add “medalwinning Paralympian” to
her list of achievements.
“Be willing to accept the
changes and [keep] your
goal [because]…there is
a way to do it. You don’t
have to give up on everything,” Walsh emphasizes.
“Change is hard but it’s not
bad or good—it’s just different.” She continues, “You
just go forward.” O&P EDGE
Laura Fonda Hochnadel can be
reached at laura@opedge.com.
Editor’s note: TeamUP is the first
national team composed of people
who live with foot drop—due to any
etiology, from all w alks of life, and
with varying activity levels—who
overcome their mobility deficits with
an Allard device. The team’s goal is
to educate and inspire others to “Get
Back Up” after adversity, regardless of
condition or circumstance. For more
information, visit
http://getbackuptoday.com.

